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TECH TRENDS AND THE FUTURE OF WORKPLACE
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT IN NIGERIA

F

acilities Management (FM) takes care of none-core services that support business operations. It drives Real Estate, which is

estimated to account for an approximate 30% to 40% of most business's overhead

and supports every other reason – such as employee engagement, brand identity,

people productivity and ultimately business performance - why organisations rent or own
Real Estate assets.
From Oil & Gas to Financial Services, Telecommunications to Healthcare, Education and
even Real Estate Management; Articial Intelligence (AI), Robotics, and the Internet of
Things (IoT) are driving disruptions and digital revolution in business operations.

In recent years, the
different market sectors
and industries where FM
provides services have
been witnessing a surge in
technology adaptation
and implementation.

With buildings such: as The Edge – Amsterdam; Tel Aviv – Israel; Siemens City – Australia;
Capital Tower – Singapore, and a host of others around the world changing the corporate ofce set up and humanizing the
workplace through digitalization; one is forced to ask: is FM ready for the 'click, tap or swipe' revolution? While one may argue that FM
components are already digitally built into these landmark buildings, it may be worth assessing the resource, skill and capability gaps
that stand between tech-driven Real Estate like these and their FM operations.

HOW TECHNOLOGY
IS ENABLING
THE GLOBAL
WORKPLACE

A

ccording to a Bloomberg article, The Edge helps about

heating, cooling, lighting, and cleaning”

2,500 Deloitte workers share 1,000 desks; further

For global innovation brands like Siemens, their workplace is not

explaining that the concept, called “hot desking”, “is

just about their brand identity, it is also about the brand

supposed to encourage new relationships, interactions, and

experience. Therefore, with a Building Management System that

most importantly encourage use of space efciently”.

accesses some 10,000 sensors within the complex, The Siemens

Besides the humanization that The Edge brings to employees of

City will reduce the annual CO2 emission by 1,000 tons.

Deloitte, the report also noted that; “Deloitte is collecting
gigabytes of data on how the Edge and its employees interact.

According to a recent report, once completed, Intel's new

Central dashboards track everything from energy use to when

ofce in a suburb of Tel Aviv, Israel, might just outsmart The Edge.

the coffee machines

It will have the capability of learning the habits of every

need to be relled.

employee and customizing his or her working environment.

In all these, one thing is clear,
human interaction with the
building are very minimal. FM
is largely driven by already inbuilt technology that guides
FM operations and informs
decision.

On days when fewer
employees are

For example, it is not just easy for employee at the Edge to know

expected, an entire

what menu will be served during lunch, analytics can also guide

section might even

which menu the catering service serves and so on.

be shut down,
cutting the costs of
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HOW FAR IS
AFRICA FROM
THE FUTURE?

A

ccording to IoT World Today, the ve smartest buildings

The list of buildings above (none of them is sited in Africa) and

in the world are: Duke Energy Centre, New Castle;

the description that follows is a clear indication of the distance

Cisco Canada Head Quarters, Toronto; The Crystal,

London; Wastin IoT Head Quarters, Munich; and The Edge

between the future and Africa's workplace environment and
FM operations.

Amsterdam.

With buildings like Nest Oil in Nigeria, No 1 Silo in South Africa,

The website submits: “collectively, these buildings represent the

and other projects in the pipeline having such high tech

most intelligent buildings on the planet—fusing Einstein-style

components described in IoT World Today's article, and global

smarts with Gandhi's devotion to the environment. Within these

technology brands still nding decent workplaces in Africa; the

structures, you'll see the following: Elevator banks that schedule

continent may not be in the future of tech-driven workplace

each elevator for maximum occupancy, to save the energy

buildings; but it is making a steady move into the future – when

wasted when a car travels empty. Lights that adjust to your

balanced with the demands, maturity and possibilities in the

preference, regardless of which desk you chose. Banks of solar

African market place. However, one point to note is that these

panels to harness energy from the sun and lessen—and

buildings do not have the full complement of the features

sometimes eliminate—the structure's carbon footprint. And as

described in the IoT World Today articles.

you'll notice once you've watched the videos, all the high-tech

For example, most of the highlighted in Africa are more

features are designed not only to make working there a dream,

focused on energy management and environmental

but also to maximize the building's sustainability, make it as

friendliness, with less data collection capabilities and low

green as possible”.

intelligence in operations as the ones in Europe and the US.

THE CHANGING
ROLES OF FM

F

M practice and management in sub-Saharan Africa is still

Some of the changes Smart Workplaces will bring to FM include:

predominately manual and analogue systems. Although, we

have seen companies like Alpha Mead Facilities embrace

Need and skills to analyse continuously-produced, unprecedented

technological interventions such as Archibus, Planon, Maintenance

amounts of data on everything; energy, space, interaction, etc – to

t Connection, and even home-grown applications like Eye-on-Site,

be able to address and forecast service demand and requirements.

these solutions are still largely focused on efcient service delivery,
inventory and customers' request management, etc.

A move away from reactive to predictive operations; relying majorly

Some other applications used within the Nigerian FM spaces

on data as a basis for predictive analytics. In this context, facility

include: Visitor Management System, Electronic Document

managers will have to learn and develop data analysis skills. FM

Management System, Building Management Systems, etc.

companies will also be more accountable as this data will be widely

While other applications like eye-on-site is reported to be drastically

shared across the organisations, industry and market.

reducing customer escalation and equipment breakdown across
Alpha Mead Sites, there are evidences that the system listed above

The integration of smart systems provides facilities managers with

also works. However none of these applications and systems is

deeper insights, faster situational judgement and reduced

intelligent enough to humanize the workplace, interact with

administration workloads. However, most Africa FM companies and

occupants, increase productivity or drive down cost; as

professionals need to develop skill, capacity and competence in

demonstrated in some of the intelligent building highlighted in this

these areas.

article.
Facilities management (FM) is in the early stages of a fundamental
Despite the successes recorded by these solutions, the truth remains

shift from the management of physical buildings to understanding

that technology will change the roles of FM from the current

and being able to inuence what's going on inside buildings.

preventive and reactive maintenance to predictive operations ran
by high dependence on data, analytical skills, process automation
expertise and even application development.
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NIGERIAN FM MARKET IN THE FACE OF
GLOBAL WORKPLACES

G

iven the analysis of the African market described

above, Nigeria is essentially not in the woods, but the

Although 68% of the landlords say they are satised with their FM

future is quite a distance.

operations, over 80% said they will pay 5% more if FM is able to
demonstrate value.

Unlike what is obtainable in the European and US market where
data science models are leading both Landlords and FM's

Inferences from this report show that data gathering, reporting

decision making and machine leaning enhances occupants'

and interpretation expertise and technology are clearly value

experience; the Nigerian FM market is young but growing

for commercial ofce owners. The question is how prepared is

gradually. The boardrooms are getting more aware of the

FM for this changing role?

benets and the value FM brings to the table in both the short

Looking at the report's focus – Ikoyi, Victoria Island and Lekki axis

and long term. However, there's still a huge gap in technology

– and the global brands, technology orientation and business

advancement.

operation models of occupants of the ofce space market
there, it is safe to conclude that technology holds the ace in the

Although there are traces of some level of awareness about the

future of FM marketing in Nigeria.

changing roles of FM in the country’s support business
operations, the sophistication of new customers is inuencing

Some of the occupants of these market include global brands

the choice of the work environments and placing huge pressure

like Diageo, Total, Exxon Mobil, IBM, Oracle, Google, Microsoft,
BAT, BASF, Huawei, Ericsson, Deloitte, etc. These are brands that

on FM.

have model intelligent workplaces in Europe and other
This speaks to a recent Lagos Commercial ofce survey report

advance markets; and the customer prole is seriously

concluded by Alpha Mead Facilities.

inuencing the choice of ofce spaces coming into the market.

Data from the report showed that 100% of the
survey marked reporting and documentation as
their biggest challenge with FM.

business and the sophistication of the investors in this space, FM

Interestingly only 25% of the respondent marked Cost

needs to come up to speed in Nigeria.

To satisfy the occupancy requirements of these calibre of

Management as their challenge with FM.

BUILDING CAPACITY
FOR A DATA-DRIVEN AND
CONTINUOUSLY
CONNECTED WORLD

I

2.0

Analysis

3.0
Design

Involves end-users and IT specialists
working together to gather, understand,
and document the business requirements
for the proposed system and
Joint Application Development (JAD)

Build a technical blueprint of how the
proposed system will work –
Design the technical architecture and
the system models.

4.0
Development

5.0
Testing

Take all of your detailed design
documents from the design phase
and transform them into an actual system.
Build the technical architecture
Build the system database

Verify that the system works and
meets all of the business requirements
deﬁned in the analysis phase.
Activities should include setting
Test Conditions, Unit Testing, System
Testing, Integration Testing and
User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

oT is having a serious effect on the business operations, and its

vast range of applications are quickly transforming the tried-

and-true ofce models. However, a “smart” building is only

useful when coupled with an ability to integrate with as many
other technologies as possible, and it must convert collected
data into actionable change.
For African FMs to rise to the global FM knack for data-driven
operations, it must develop the right capacity to either add
value to existing data or create a system for collecting,
analysing and interpreting data for operational decisions. To
develop the right systems the following steps must be followed:

1.0
PLANNING

Involves determining a solid
plan for developing your
information system.
Activities involved include:
Deﬁning the system to be developed
Setting the project scope
Developing the project plan

6.0
Implementation
Distribute the system to all of the
knowledge workers and help them use
it to perform their everyday jobs.
Steps include:
User Documentation
Training
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7.0
Maintenance
Monitor and support the new system
to ensure it continues to meet the
business goals.

CONCLUSION

G

lobal tech trends in business operations is

seriously inuencing the choice and design

of the workplace. A recent study on the

future of Millennial leadership found that work-life
balance, training, technology & innovation, and pay
equity are the four key issues prioritized by the next
generation in the workplace. These statistics
underscore the value of intelligent building solutions
today. Such smart ofce solutions can give
occupants access to data and a sense of control in
parallel with their technology experiences outside of
work. These are some of the needs the intelligent
building in Europe, Asia and America are meeting.
With most Global brands nding their way to Africa,
this is consequently increasing the demand for
sophistication in both building design skills,
management capacity and operations
competence in Africa.
While there are demonstrations of capacity in the
design segment, especially with buildings like Nest Oil
Tower – designed by ACCL Nigeria, the
management end, needs more deliberate attempt
to support the needs of businesses occupying these
workplaces.
For example, energy is reported to be one of the
areas of concern for most Real Estate investors,
accounting for up to 60% of FM operations cost. While
design continues to seek ways of managing this type
of challenge through smart buildings, FM most
develop capacity to support with the right
competencies.
Finally, as more sophisticated buildings enter the
market, FM must not just rise to the competency
challenge, it must seek ways that technology can
help provide the same level of transparency,
occupants experience and business operations
support to grade B and C ofce spaces.

For further information, please contact
ALPHA MEAD | info@alphamead.com
© Alpha Mead 2018. This publication is the sole property of Alpha
Mead and must not be copied, reproduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means, either in whole or in part, without the prior
written consent of Alpha Mead. The information contained in this
publication has been obtained from sources generally regarded to
be reliable. However, no representation is made, or warranty given,
in respect of the accuracy of this information. We would like to be
informed of any inaccuracies so that we may correct them. Alpha
Mead does not accept any liability in negligence or otherwise for
any loss or damage suffered by any party resulting from reliance on
this publication
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SNAPSHOTS
The Edge
helps about

2,500

Deloitte workers
share

1,000
desks

25%

FM accounts for
an approximate

of workplace FM
respondents in Nigeria
marked cost management
as their challenge with FM

30% to 40%

of most business's overhead

68%

of the landlords say
they are satised
with their Facilities
Management
operations

80%
said they will pay
5%

more if FM is able
to demonstrate
value.

100%

of commercial ofce landlords
in Nigeria say reporting and
documentation is their biggest
challenge with FM

Power
accounts
for up to

60%

of FM
operations
cost
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